SEARCHING.... »

We're close.

Thanks extend to everyone in the CVHS community and beyond who took advantage of the opportunities to interact with the three dean candidate finalists. The evaluation submission period closed Monday, April 24. The confidential portal is used to evaluate submitted comments on each finalist. Your input is important to the Search and Screening Committee and the successful candidate. More importantly, your voice matters.

Cheers to new beginnings!

#MEMBER MADNESS TOURNAMENT RESULTS »

That Spirit Paddle in the Dean's Office? That's ours, alumni and friends! We owned the Member Madness tournament held recently to encourage friendly, campus-wide rivalry for Alumni Association memberships. If you didn't get in on this epic challenge there's always time to join.

Boost CVHS rebates by doing so today. We're holdin' our own.

Madness results:

17 new CVHS memberships were purchased! At the beginning of the tournament, 15% of our alumni were OSU Alumni Association members and now 15.91% are members, representing the largest percentage of membership growth campus-wide. Expected quarterly rebate dollars to CVHS are $343. Thanks to everyone who accepted the challenge to increase funding for CVHS through Alumni Association memberships. Keep it going.

THE SAND PUPPY »

Have you seen it? It's a mole, 'er, a rat, um, acts like a plant, what? It's a comatose capable rodent....

Fascinating and social, the Heterocephalus glaber (Naked Mole Rat) is a subterranean rodent offering great promise these days as a biomedical model of disease resistance and research for diseases of ageing in particular. Just in case one finds its way to Oklahoma from Africa, don't fret. Vet Med will offer resistance to colonization. Maybe.

It's F R I D A Y hey. Dean us.

GIVE and BE change.
Fancy a chat? sworrel@okstate.edu follow me @sworrelokstate #scot1